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M
onodisperse colloidal nanoparti-
cles (NPs) self-assemble into nano-
particle superlattices (NSLs) with

long-range translational symmetry analo-
gous to atomic crystals or molecular liquid
crystals.1�3 Such NP assemblies demon-
strate collective or emergent properties de-
rived from the interaction of NSL building
blocks at the nanometer length scale.4,5

To realize these unique properties at any
consequential scale requires the formation
of NSLs over large areas. Recent work has
demonstrated that NP assemblies grown on
hydrophilic subphases can form large area
(up to 1 cm2) polycrystalline NSL thin-films
that can be laminated on to arbitrary
substrates and used as the active layer in
electronic devices.2 Moving to large scales
requires new measurement techniques, as
real-space imaging of NP assemblies by
electron microscopy techniques is not feasi-
ble over such large areas. At the same time,
device applications necessitate relevant
figures of merit. Metrics of NSL quality;
beyond showing NSL existence;are not
standardized in the literature and are pri-
marily limited to microscopic estimations of

grain size, polymorphism, or defects.6�10

Image analysis with autocorrelation pro-
vides a systematic method for defect ana-
lysis or to determine coherence length, but
remains intrinsically local.11 Applied across
a large area, X-ray scattering techniques can
avoid selection and exclusion biases that
limit microscopy and provide information
with greater statistical confidence.
Early reports of single-component NSLs

and binary nanoparticle superlattices (BNSLs)
were characterized primarily by electron
microscopy, but subsequent work has em-
ployed transmission and grazing incidence
small-angle X-ray scattering (TSAXS and
GISAXS, respectively) to observe the struc-
ture and dynamics of NP assemblies. SAXS
techniques have nowbeen used extensively
in crystal structure characterization and dy-
namical processes like evaporative self-
assembly and solvent or thermal annealing
by both in situ and ex situ methods.12�23

Diffraction techniques have not, however,
been used to study the two dimensional
microstructure of colloidal NSLs in a systema-
ticmanner. Hereweshowthat a combination
of TSAXSandGISAXSonassembledNSLfilms
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ABSTRACT We combine grazing-incidence and transmission small-angle

X-ray diffraction with electron microscopy studies to characterize the structure

of nanoparticle films with long-range order. Transmission diffraction is used to

collect in-plane diffraction data from single grains and locally aligned nanopar-

ticle superlattice films. Systematic mapping of samples can be achieved by

translating the sample in front of the X-ray beamwith a spot size selected to be on

the order of superlattice grain features. This allows a statistical determination of

superlattice grain size and size distribution over much larger areas than typically

accessible with electron microscopy. Transmission X-ray measurements enables

spatial mapping of the grain size, orientation, uniformity, strain, or crystal projections and polymorphs. We expand this methodology to binary

nanoparticle superlattice and nanorod superlattice films. This study provides a framework for characterization of nanoparticle superlattices over large areas

which complements or expands microstructure information from real-space imaging.
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can be corroborated with electron microscopy to
determine the structure of oriented NP films over large
surface areas. Using a microfocused X-ray beam in
transmission, we can resolve the X-ray diffraction pat-
terns arising fromsingle grains of single-component and
binary NP assemblies. TSAXS data taken at hundreds of
points across a sample can be used to map the orienta-
tion of NSL films in-plane, estimate the grain size and
distribution, and map the homogeneity, presence of
polymorphs, or distinct projections over total areas
>1 mm2 with few intrinsic limitations to reaching larger
areas or higher resolutions. Mapping can be readily
extended to BNSLs and assemblies of anisotropic NPs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To prepare NSL thin films for analysis, monodisperse
NP samples were first synthesized by standard meth-
ods and then cast from organic solvents on to glycol
subphases for self-assembly. Because the films float on
an immiscible subphase, NSLs can be laminated on to
arbitrary substrates. For this study, NSL membranes
were deposited on to 0.25 mm thick quartz coverglass
windows which allow high X-ray transparency and low
small-angle background intensity for transmission
measurements. Figure 1a shows amonolayer film com-
posed of faceted 14 nm Fe3O4 NPs packed into a hexa-
gonal lattice structure. Size- and shape-mismatched
particles generate site defects and ultimately limit the
crystal grain size in films made with this sample.
Figure 1 panels b and c show GISAXS and TSAXS
measurements ofmultilayer (>10 layers) NSL structures
self-assembled from the same sample which fits to a

hcp structure with dimensions a = 15.5 nm and c =
25.3 nm. Thedata also suggests lower symmetry defects
(evidenced from small intensity at q = 0.0405 Å�1) with
additional lines of roughly 10% of the intensity of the
hexagonal (100) peak consistent with a subset of cubic
grains (Supporting Information Figure S1). The polycrys-
talline nature of the film is apparent from the rings of
intensity at fixed q values in both the GISAXS and TSAXS
data. Bright spots in the GISAXS data show that crystal
growth from the glycol surface proceeds with a pre-
ferred orientation of the hexagonal c-axis growing
vertically from the substrate. Rings of relatively homo-
geneous intensity in the transmission measurements
indicate that the samples have an approximately ran-
dom orientation of grains in the thin-film plane. Despite
the limited grain size, Scherrer analysis, which has
been used for other assemblies,24 is not clearly applic-
able because instrumental line broadening constrains
straightforward grain-size analysis under the experi-
mental conditions to grains length dimensions of
∼600 nm. For grains in which the intrinsic peak breadth
is substantially sharper than the instrumental line-
broadening (e.g., high-quality NSLs), Scherrer analysis
is of tenuous value even after deconvolution of the
instrumental contribution to broadening because the
estimated broadening is then a strong function of the
deconvolution.
NSLs of substantially larger grain size can be ob-

tained with more monodisperse particles (<5%
dispersions). Differences in grain size which may be
difficult or tedious to ascertain from microscopic mea-
surements can be easily resolved using amicrofocused

Figure 1. (a) TEMmicrograph of Fe3O4NPs self-assembled into a thin-filmon diethylene glycol. (b) GISAXS and (c) TSAXS from
a multilayer assembled film of the same NPs.
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X-ray source in transmission geometry. Figure 2a shows
transmission data for a second sample of 13.5 nm Fe3O4

NPs self-assembled on diethylene glycol. This sample
self-assembles into a six-eight layer film with hcp struc-
ture (a = 15.2 nm; c = 24.8) with the c-axis oriented
perpendicular to the plane (see GISAXS data in Support-
ing Information Figure S2). The transmission SAXS data
shows reflections from the allowed (100), (110), (200),
(310), and (400) planes. Themuch larger grain size of this
sample is apparent from the diffraction spots arising
from single superlattice grains.25,26 Further evidence
that these spots arise from single crystals is that the
spots appear with the appropriate multiplicity about χ
(the angle around the ring). The peaks from the (100)
and (110) planes exhibiting 6-fold symmetry are offset
by the expected 30�, as seen in Figure 2a.
Data from this sample was collected at hundreds of

locations. (Supporting Information Figure S3 contains
additional TSAXS data.) By counting the number of
single-crystal peaks apparent in the diffraction pat-
terns of individual spots, which represent a defined
beam area of 5000 μm2 (50 μm � 100 μm), we can
estimate the average grain area within a spot in a
straightforward manner as area/number. Grain size is
among the most important figures-of-merit for NSLs
and this methodology offers a straightforward esti-
mate of grain size, particularly well-suited for large

grains that are not easily estimated using Scherrer
techniques or microscopy. In this circumstance, the
sample was chosen because both diffraction and
microscopy measurements of grain size are possible.
Diffraction sizing should be considered complemen-
tary to other techniques: very small grains (<500 nm)
can be analyzed using the Scherrer methods or easily
surveyed to obtain statistical distributions by SEM or
TEM. This approach may undercount grains of very
small size, if they do not diffract appreciably above the
baseline, and it overcounts grains that appear in multi-
ple spots, but neither of these extrema is problematic
for this sample. Any voids or amorphous material will
lead to overestimation of grain sizewith this technique.
Ordinarily in a powder only a small fraction of grains
within the sampled volume would satisfy the Bragg
condition at a given reflection. But thismethod exploits
the strong orientation of the film (c-axis growth trans-
verse to the substrate plane with no (00c) peaks
observed in TSAXS), which is commonly found in NSLs
and BNSLs,14,27,28 to assume that every grain within the
sampling area satisfies the Bragg condition to generate
diffraction spots on the detector at the (110) ring.
Figure 2b shows a plot of the estimated grain area
(5000 μm2/number) using X-ray grain counting.
Grain size and grain size distributions have potential

to provide insight into the mechanism of nucleation

Figure 2. (a) Typical TSAXSdata froman iron oxideNSL showing 6-fold symmetry andmultiple diffraction rings. χ is labeled in
the plot. (b) Area-weighted probability distribution of grain sizes estimated from X-ray diffraction measurements of the
number of spots occurring within a single sampled spot. (c) SEM micrograph showing NSL grains. (d) Area-weighted
probability distribution of grain sizes estimated from manual sizing of grains in SEM images.
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and growth of NSLs. Under a model of nucleation and
growth in which the two-dimensional film forms from
random nuclei at random locations which then grow
isotropically to form grain boundaries with other NSLs,
the grains would appear as Voronoi tiles and should
approximate a gamma distribution of areas.29 The data
in Figure 2b are consistent with this mechanism, but
very likely could also fit other distributions of grain sizes.
Figure 2c is an SEM image of the same film, showing the
granular structure ascertained from X-ray measure-
ments. Higher-resolution images confirm that the large
structures apparent in Figure 2c are single superlattice
grains (Supporting Information Figure S4). SEM only
partially supports the film formation mechanism de-
scribed above: grains show mostly straight boundaries
with neighbors, but they also have rounded intersec-
tions rather than vertices. Curved grain edges are con-
sistent with the Monte Carlo simulations of Rabini
et al.,30 who demonstrated similar two-dimensional
domain edges tending toward disk shapes, as opposed
to three-dimensional NSLs which adopt polyhedral
geometries.28

By surveying 250 grains using SEM micrographs (see
Supporting InformationFigure S5 formoremicrographs),
we also generate an independent estimate of the grain
size. Our analysis largely confirms the legitimacy of the
approximationsmade in analyzing X-ray diffraction data:
no grains were found smaller than 3 μm2 (>20 000 unit
cells) and amorphous material and voids were confined
to small regions around grain boundaries. Figure 2d
shows the area-weighted probability of grain sizes mea-
sured using low-magnification SEM images like that in
Figure 2c, analogous to the X-ray grain size estimation.
(The number distribution of grain areas is presented in
Supporting Information Figure S6.) The grain area dis-
tribution measured by electron microscopy is broader
than the distribution estimated by X-ray measurements,
but the most probable grain area in both methods is
∼150 μm2. The broader dispersion of grain sizes esti-
mated from SEM most likely arises from the smaller
sampling spot size (1200 μm2), which is limited by the
detector size and working distance. The larger sampling
area of the X-raymeasurement ismore likely to capture a
statistical cross-section of the sample at any given spot.
Mapping samples with a microfocused X-ray beam

allows determination of not only grain size and disper-
sion but also film uniformity, strain, orientation, crystal
polymorphs or impurity phases, and defects or vacan-
cies.31,32 Crystal orientation is a critical parameter for
microelectronics and bit-patterned media. Control
over in-plane crystal orientation of NSLs remains pri-
mitive at present, but distinguishable properties along
different zone axes of NSLs is likely, particularly for
anisotropic NPs.33�35 Although most studies of charge
transport have focused onNP solids lacking long-range
order, transport studies of polycrystalline4,36 and single
crystalline (or aligned) NSLs are possible.37 TSAXS is an

excellent way to map the orientation of crystal grains
in-plane. Extending the detection range to include
wide angles allows a determination of the orientation
of crystal axes within the NPs forming a NSL.26 In
addition to specifying the crystal orientation within a
beam spot and correlating that with its position on a
sample, TSAXS also provides information about the
film uniformity from total scattering and the spatial
variation of polymorphs, projections, or impurity
phases in the film.
Figure 3a is a cartoon of the mapping experiment

used to analyze NSL films. To generatemaps of the film
surface, the sample position is incrementally shifted in
an array pattern. Figure 3b shows a typical transmission
SAXS pattern from a sample of 10 nm CoFe2O4

NPs crystallized into an hcp structure with unit cell
a = 11.6 nm and b = 18.9 nm. Unlike the sample in
Figure 2a, the intensity variation about χ is smooth. The
structure within the beam spot is substantially oriented
but individual NSLs are not resolved. Orientation may
arise by several means, but in this instance the films are
not globally oriented, yet have sufficiently large do-
mains to achieve alignment across several samplings
spots. Low resolution SEM evidence in Figure 3c shows
fracturing patterns in a large grain structure which are
distinct from the grain boundaries in Figure 2c. We
hypothesize that gradual, small distortions in the grain
orientation occur in the final drying step of the NSL, as
has been speculated for aligned nanorod (NR) super-
lattices,38 or from fracture processes during annealing
acting akin to low-angle grain boundaries. The smooth
variation in intensity versus χ shown in Figure 3b is
interpretable as an in-plane small-angle pole figure
showing the probability of orientations within the
sample spot. The centered pole figure in Figure 3d
shows that 59% of the sample is oriented within(5� of
the peak orientation and an expandedwindowof(10�
encompasses 85%of the intensity. Figure 3e is amapof
the peak angle of the pole figure across the film,
colored according to the maximum angle. The map
demonstrates only very subtle changes in orientation
over distances larger than 500 μm suggesting the
potential of NPs to provide a tool for pattern multi-
plication through controlled placement39 or directed
self-assembly similar to block copolymers.40,41

Figure 4 shows maps generated from several hun-
dred points of a 13.5 nm Fe3O4 NP film. Figure 4a tracks
the intensity of a single point (Δχ < 1�) of the (110) ring
across the film. The data are colored according to the
intensity of the point and although the global distribu-
tion of peak values at the arbitrary point appears
random, local clustering of intensity is observed from
large crystal grains that span adjoining sample spots or
families of grains that have lost registry due to anneal-
ing or the final drying step. Figure 4b shows the
integrated intensity of the (110) ring and provides a
measure of film uniformity as the intensity depends
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primarily on the amount of material within the sam-
pling volume which satisfies the Bragg condition. Data
can be corrected for changes of beam intensity (see
Supporting Information Figure S7) and fluctuations of
the substrate scattering are small. The vast majority of
the sample spots measured fall within a window of
about 2%, indicating high uniformity of film thickness
and crystallinity over ∼4 mm2. Furthermore, because
the integration is performed at the same ring (fixed q),
thehighuniformity of intensity also implies uniformout-
of-plane orientation and the absence of substantial
impurities of different crystal structure. The largest

difference in the integrated intensity between any of
the spots is 14%, but in this instance it is speculated
based upon the clustering of lower-intensity points that
the reduced scattering comes from points spanning a
scratch or crack made after NSL assembly, as are visible
in a photograph of the sample (see Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S8). Figure 4 panels c and d are orientation
maps of the maximum intensity about the ring within a
60� window for the (100) and (110) reflections, respec-
tively, of the hcp NSL thin film, colored to reflect the
orientation angles. Close inspection again shows local
clustering of most probable angles from large grains or
grain families that dominate the signal. As expected
based on the crystal structure, the peak intensities of the
(100) and (110) rings are generally offset by 30�, con-
firming the same crystal structure across the sample.
Figure 5 demonstrates the application of TSAXS

mapping applied to other NP assemblies. Figure 5
panels a, b, and c show TEM, GISAXS, and TSAXS of a
four-layer simple hexagonal AlB2-type BNSL assembled
from 18 nm bismuth NPs and 6 nm gold NPs similar to
previous reports.27 Figure 5d shows a map of the in-
plane orientation of the (100) reflection of the AlB2
BNSL. Because the grain size is smaller and the beam
spot size larger (∼10000 μm2), local clustering effects
are less clear than in single-component NSLs. This
sample demonstrates a limitation of the technique
described above: the sample heterogeneity and the
beamspot must be scaled to a similar order to extract
information using these relatively simple analyses.
The influence of orientation on the optoelectronic

properties of NRs and their assemblies is particularly

Figure 3. (a) Cartoon of raster pattern used to analyze samples superimposed over a photograph of one such sample; (b)
TSAXS pattern of CoFe2O4 NP film; (c) low-magnification SEM image of 10 nm CoFe2O4 NP film; (d) in-plane small-angle pole
figure of (100) reflection of CoFe2O4 NSL film; (e) color map of the angular maximum of the pole-figure for each sample spot.

Figure 4. (a) Heatmapof the intensity of a single pixel along
the (110) ring of anhcpNSLof 13.5 nmFe3O4NPsmapped at
several hundred locations. (b) Heatmap of the same sample
showing variation of the integrated intensity of the complete
(110) ring. Panels c and d show the in-plane angular distribu-
tion of the most intense peak of the (100) and (110) reflec-
tions of the same sample within a given 60� window in χ.
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pronounced due to shape-induced polarization of the
electronic structure.33,34,37 Figure 5 panels e, f, and g
show TEM, GISAXS, and TSAXS of a NR superlattice film
composed of 4.1 nm � 16 nm CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod
heterostructures. Self-assembly of NRs at liquid inter-
faces yields two distinct morphologies: multilayer
lamellae with NRs lying with their long axes in-plane
and monolayers hexagonally packed NRs standing
vertically with respect to the surface.13 Depending on
whether NRs with long-axes in-plane assemble hexa-
gonally within lamellae, these morphologies can be
understood as two projections of smectic B ordering or
smectic A/B polymorphs. Figure 5e demonstrates that
both of these structures persist when removed from
the liquid subphase, and Supporting Information
Figure S9 shows that they can even coexist on top of
one another. Figure 5g shows two prominent rings
with spots from large NSLs corresponding to the two
morphologies in Figure 5e. Diffraction is generally a
poor technique for absolute purity analysis (particularly
for amorphous impurities), but relative estimates of
sample polymorphism can be made for samples with
modest (>5%) fractions of crystalline impurities. Here,
TSAXS measurements are used to describe the spatial
variation of the two NR morphologies by observing the
ratio of intensity between the reflection at 0.036 Å�1

arising from the lamellar spacing with the intensity of

the reflection at 0.107 Å�1 arising primarily from the
vertically-aligned hexagonal packing of NRs (evidenced
from 6-fold symmetry). Figure 5h maps the film struc-
ture polarization, defined as (Ivertical � Ihorizontal)/
(Ivertical þ Ihorizontal), demonstrating that the heteroge-
neity of polymorphism occurs over a scale >500 μm in
length.

CONCLUSIONS

A combination of GISAXS, TSAXS, and electron mi-
croscopy has been used to characterize the film struc-
ture of large-scale NSLs. TSAXS measurements of thin
films allow an estimation of the NSL grain size and size
distribution based on X-raymeasurements which com-
pare reasonably with the tedious method of direct
microscopic measurements of grain size. By translating
the sample in front of the beam, systematicmapping of
NSL films can be used to map sample properties
including grain size, grain orientations, polymorphs,
and homogeneity. Although performed on a synchro-
tron beamline, laboratory SAXS instrumentation is cap-
able ofmany similar analyses if the scale of theNSL grain
size is matched to the beam spot size, which is increas-
ingly possible using microdiffraction or larger-grained
samples. These techniques were applied to single-
component, binary, and anisotropic NP assemblies to
map film uniformity, orientation, and polymorphism.

METHODS
Synthesis and Assembly of NPs. Fe3O4 NPs,

42 CoFe2O4 NPs,
43 Bi

NPs,44 Au NPs,45 and CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod NPs46 used in this
study were synthesized by previously published methods. Self-
assembly was performed on glycol subphases as previously

described2 and the films were dried on to quartz coverglass
substrates. Briefly, 15�30 μL of 5�5 mg/mL solutions of NCs in
hexanes was cast on to a room temperature subphase of 1.7 mL
of diethylene glycol in a 1.5 cm� 1.5 cm� 1 cm (depth) Teflon
well, which was immediately covered by a glass microscope

Figure 5. (a) TEMmicrograph with higher magnification inset, (b) GISAXS, and (c) TSAXS of an AB2 BNSL composed of Bi and
AuNPs. (d) Anorientationmapof themaximumalong the (100) ring fromTSAXSpatterns. (e) TEM, (f) GISAXS, and (g) TSAXSof
a CdSe/CdSdot-in-rodNSL film. (h) An orientationmap comparing the ratio of intensities of the lamellar (h, inner) spacing ring
with the near-neighbor (v, outer) close-packed ring.
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slide. After 1 h, the film was dry and picked-up on to the desired
substrate, then held under vacuum for at least 6 h to completely
remove remaining diethylene glycol.

X-ray Characterization. TSAXS andGISAXSmeasurements were
performed at the X9 Beamline at the National Synchrotron Light
Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory). The beam spot size
varied between 100 μm wide � 50 μm tall and 250 μm wide �
50 μm tall. The beam energy was 13.5 keV, the sample-to-
detector distance was set to 3 m, and detection was performed
using a Mar CCD detector. Typical sampling times for GISAXS
measurements were 3�10 s and typical sampling times for
transmission measurements were 6�30 s. These conditions
appeared to have no negative effects on the structures mea-
sured, which did not change over multiple measurements.
Image processing was performed using GISAXS Shop and a
in-house Python script.

Electron Microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
was performed using a JEOL 1400 microscope operated at
120 keV. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed
using a JEOL 7500 SEM operated at 5 keV. To prepare a sample
for SEM imaging on quartz coverglass, the NP filmwas annealed
in air at 400 �C for 30 min using a rapid thermal annealer
(ULVAC), a procedure which was previously demonstrated to
preserve NSL order and make conductive assemblies of ferrite
NPs.47,48 All studies of the samples were performed after
annealing. Image processing was performed using ImageJ.
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